
 

 

 

 
Vocabulary 

 A: Circle the odd one.(2points ) 
1-a. heart                  b. moon                  c.blood                             d.cell  
2-a. Jupiter               b. Saturn                 c. Neptune                      d. Sun 
3-a. defend               b. save                    c. hurt                             d. protect  
4-a. plain                b. lake                       c - mountain                    d- museum         

....................................................................................................................................  

B: Fill in the blanks with the given words.(one word is extra) (2points) 
 
        ( increases -humans -healthy- wonders- drop -)     
5- All ………………… must take care of nature  .   
6- There are millions of red blood cells in one small …………… of blood. 
7- Smoking ………………………your chances of getting cancer . 
8- Great wall of china is one of the seven………..of the world. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

C: Fill in the blanks with your own words. (1 point) 
9 –An African wild animal like a horse with black and white lines on its body . It is a …………… 
10 – Milk and water are types of …………………….. . 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

D: Match two halves to make meaning phrases.(1points)  
11- Do                                                    a. signs 
12- Allah’s                                               b. out the fire 
13- powerful                                            c. daily exercise 
14- Putting                                                d. telescope 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

E: choose the correct answer.(1 point)      
15- There is no coffee . Would you like a cup of tea…………….? 
a- natural                 b- forest             c- instead        d- future 
16- My friend went to the hospital and …………… blood today. 

a- sent                  b-donated            c-lost              d-pumped 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

F: Match the definitions with the words.(one is extra) (2 points)      
17- A person who kills animals and birds as a sport or food  
18- It is inside your head and controls your body.                                          a- brain 
19- A large and round body of rock or gas that moves around the sun .        b –visitor 
20- Things that are true or that really happened.                                           c- fact 
                                                                                                                    d-hunter 
                                                                                                                   e-planet 

Grammar 
A:Choose the correct answer.(3points)      
       
21- Those clouds are very black . It ……………………. . 
a-rained              b-is going to rain        c-   rain            d-will rain                                             
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22 - His grand father is ………………my grand father  . They are both 80 years old . 
a-as old as                  b-older than                         c-old                        d-the oldest     
 
23- When will her classmate…………to Shiraz by train? 
a- travel                  b-traveling                 c-travels                         d-traveled 
  24- Are you sure this is the ……………..food in the restaurant ? 
a- good           b-better          c-best               d-as good   
25- Which one is a common noun ? 
a- river          b- Nile             c- Sun               d- Golestan 
26-  Which noun is an idea ? 
a- sea               b- cinema     c- farmer         d- attention 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
B: Put the correct form of the words in parentheses(3.5 points) 
 
27 - Ted won’t……….to Australia next Monday.(fly) 
28- Summer is …………………. Season of the year.( hot ) 
29- We bought ………………………TV in the store .  ( expensive ) 
30 -I think this  cartoon was ……………………than that film.(interesting) 
31- My bag isn’t very heavy . Your bag is …………… than mine  (heavy ) 
32 - My uncle has three………………….(child), two ………..(boy ) and one girl. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

C: Put the words in the correct order.(2points) 
 
33 - yesterday  - Mary -  golden –lost  -her-  watch  –    
34 - wear- to- in- tonight- party- her-you-going- are- what- ? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Reading comprehension 
A:cloze test: Choose the best answer.( 2.5 points) 
 
Polar bears live in ……35………. and snow . A polar bear baby is a cub . A cub is born with its 
eyes closed and does not have much hair . A cub  ………36………. Its mother’s milk .The mother 
……37……… the cub warm . The cub grows bigger and soon it can walk . The cub likes to play . 
It rolls  in the snow . The cub grows stronger and learns to swim . Its mother shows it how to 
…38…… . When it can find its own ……39…………, the cub can live by itself . 
 
35-  a - environment              b-nature               c- farm                     d- ice 
36-  a- drinks                          b- fills                   c - eats                   d- produces 
37 – a- likes                            b--increases         c- keeps                  d- finds 
38-  a- save                            b- participate         c- hunt                   d- destroy 
39-- a- food                             b- plan                  c- program              d- future 
 

B:Read the following passage then answer the questions . (4  points) 
 
Venus is the second planet from the sun which is sometimes called  Earth‘s twin .This is because 
their sizes and weights are alike. You can see it  without  a telescope and it’s the second  
brightest  object in the night sky after the Moon. Thick yellow clouds are always around Venus. 
However, Venus and Earth are different  . Venus does not have life and it does not have water like 
Earth . It takes two hundred and twenty four days to orbit the sun, for Earth it is three hundred and 
sixty-five days. Venus has no moons. It is a dry, hot  planet. Strong winds blow all the time .   
 
40-It takes two hundred and twenty four days for Venus to orbit the sun .   
                      a-True                          b-False 
41- Venus has  many moons . 
                           a- True              b- False 
 
42-  What can you see around Venus ?    
43- Why is Venus called Earth’s twin?                                                                                                 
44 - What is the weather like in Venus  ?                                                            Good luck 
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